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INTRODUCTION 
This report describes two equipments which were constructed 
for the specific purpose of making continuous sounding and terrestrial 
magnetic measurements on a floating ice island in the Arctic zone. 
These instruments were designed and assembled in a period of about 
three weeks, being squeezed in between the time contract funds became 
available and the last good flying weather of the 1959 Arctic season. 
Because these equipments had to be delivered by air then operated by 
personnel unfamiliar with electronic equipment, the major objectives of 
the design were compactness in size, weight and power, and simplicity 
of circuit design and operation. Because of the time pressure, these 
objectives were only partially attained. However, the instruments de¬ 
scribed here have been in successful and near-continuous operation since 
July 1959 and provide a good foundation for design of future instruments 
of this type. 
An ice island offers certain advantages over a ship for making 
sounding and magnetic measurements due to its slow and stable movement 
through the water. Because of its low rate of travel, usually of the order 
of three miles per day, sufficiently "continuous" measurements of bottom 
topography may be made by sounding once-per-minute and "continuous" 
magnetic measurements made at the rate of one per hour. This contrasts 
with the usual rates aboard ship of one sounding per second (Luskin, 
Heezen, Ewing and Landisman) and one magnetic measurement every 6 
seconds. Furthermore, the lack of turbulent water motion provides a 
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low noise level for sounding. The sounder described here was able to 
obtain clear recordings in 1400 fathoms while transmitting less than 
1 watt of acoustic power. 
The precision sounding gear and the proton precession magnetometer 
were installed on the ice island station, Alpha 2 (Station Charlie) in 
July 1959. Figure 1 shows the track made by Station Charlie from 28 
August to 4 September and the sounding and magnetic data obtained on 
this track. The magnetic data in Figure 1 is plotted from individual read¬ 
ings. The sounding data is a composite made from photostats of the 
original recordings. The results of analysis of the data are being pre¬ 
sented in a separate paper (Cromie and Peter, in preparation). 
Precision Depth Recorder 
a. Program (Refer to Figure 2, PDR Block Diagram and Figure 3 
PDR Timing Functions) 
Acoustic energy of 1.8 kilocycles frequency is transmitted in a 
pulse of 30 millisecond duration. The pulse repetition rate is one per 
minute. Since useful echo return occurs at this rate, the receiver is 
gated on for only 2 seconds per minute - to prevent printing noi£e un¬ 
necessarily. The delay between transmitted pulse ("ping") and " receiver-on" 
time is controlled by a monostable multivibrator whose time constant can 
be sej^t by a "range-selector" switch on the front panel. The duration of 
the receiver gating "on" period is controlled by a second monostable 
multivibrator with a screw-driver adjustment. 
b. Transmitter (See Figure 4, PDR Transmitter) 
Electrical energy is transformed to acoustic by a barium titanate 
flexural disc transducer. The output stage of the transmitter is a transis¬ 
torized push-pull circuit. The driver section uses two electron tube 
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amplifier sections. 1.8 kilocycle excitation is obtained from a tuning 
fork controlled chronometer. 
c. Receiver (See Figure 5, PDR Receiver). 
The receiver makes use of a transducer identical to the trans¬ 
mitter for changing the echo return from acoustic to electric energy. 
The signal is amplified by two sharply tuned, high gain stages, giving 
a maximum gain of 500, 000 then is fed to a power amplifier which pro¬ 
vides sufficient voltage on a stylus to blacken a dry electrosensitive 
paper on the recorder drum. 
A cathode-follower stage provides an output signal for head-phone 
monitoring. 
d. Recorder (See Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9, PDR Receiver Gating 
Circuit, PDR Synchronous Motor Amplifier, PDR Circuits 
for Mechanical Unit, and PDR - 1 per Minute Gating Switch) 
The recorder is a modified facsimile drum recorder. The drum 
is driven by a variable reluctance synchronous motor powered by a tuning 
fork controlled 600 c.p.s. signal - sig. Figure 7. 
The recorder includes a one R.P.M. shaft geared down from the 
60 R.P.M. drum shaft. This shaft drives two gating switches - "Trans¬ 
mitter Gate" and "Once per Minute Key Gate" - see Figures 8 and 9. 
The "Once per Second Key Gate" switch is attached directly to the 
drum. 
The dry electrosensitive recording paper is marked by a stylus 
which advances across the paper at 1 cm. per hour. 
Figure 10 is a complete circuit diagram of the Arctic PDR, 
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The PDR equipment is illustrated in Figures 11 - 14. 
Proton Precession Magnetometer 
a. Program (See Figures 15 and 16) 
The 6-second operating cycle of the magnetometer is made up of 
two equal parts, three seconds for polarizing the proton spin axes of the 
water in the pick-up coil, three seconds for receiving the precession 
signal when the polarizing current is cut off. 
The programming is provided by a number of cam operated micro¬ 
switches, the cams being driven by a 60 c.p.s. synchronous motor. This 
programming also re-sets the digital counter on which the output signal 
frequency is read. 
b. Coil (See Figure 16) 
The coil contains 400 turns of #14 gage wire, 7" long, 3 1/2"ID, 
4 l/2"OD. Coil resistance is about 2 ohms. Inside this coil is placed 
a bottle full of water which provides the source of protons. Coil current 
during the polarizing half of the cycle is about 7 amps. The precession 
signal is about 2 microvolts. 
c. Amplifier - Multiplier (See Figures 16 and 17). 
The transistorized amplifier-multiplier first amplifies the pre¬ 
cession signal then multiplies its frequency by 4 or 8 to increase the 
precision of the frequency count. Four stages of this circuit are tuned, 
three of them sharply. Two selector switches are used to give a coarse 
and fine tuning control. The operating range of the amplifier is for field 
strengths of 37, 600 gamma to 63, 500 gamma. 
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d. Recorder 
The output signal from the amplifier is fed to a digital counter 
which visually presents the frequency of the signal. 
The reset circuit of the counter is operated by one of the program 
switches, so that the counter starts when the precession signal is being 
received. The counter has a crystal controlled time base accurate to 
0.01% so that the overall system gives a reading accurate to 11 gamma. 
The visual display is retained for at least 4 seconds, until a new 
cycle starts. 
SUMMARY 
a. PDR. In the PDR, pickup from radio transmissions and leaks 
in the transducers were the worst troubles. More powerful transmission 
would improve performance during radio transmissions. Simplified 
transducer design would make it more reliable. 
Apart from these troubles, the system worked 24 hours a day, 
giving good records at all depths encountered - 1,400 fm being the 
greatest. 
Total weight of the system was 200 lb. Further transistorization 
could reduce this below 100 lb. 
Power requirements were 200 watts. Transistorization could 
reduce this to 60 watts. 
b. NRM. Since the NRM used a sensitive amplifier , it also 
suffered from pick-up of radio transmissions. 
On the average, a large, clean signal was obtained about 1/4 of 
the time. Half the time the signal was much reduced and operation was 
marginal. The remaining quarter of the time there was no usable signal. 
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Arcing in the polarizing relay was suspected of disrupting the signal - 
since polarizing currents greater than 7 amps, decreased the likelihood 
of a good signal. Vacuum relays were tried, but jitter made them useless. 
Freezing temperatures required the use of gasoline in the pick-up 
coil instead of water. Total weight of the magnetometer units was 150 lb. 
Power required was 700 watts. 
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